Become part of the CREW of the Good News Crews!!
That's right! YOU can be a Good News Crews Reporter and tell the World about
Good News right in your own home, school or community!

*Only submissions with a signed filming release waiver (see final page of this PDF) for everyone
who is recorded will be considered for broadcast.*
*Submissions must include written consent from a parent or legal guardian for children under 18 years of age *

Thank you.

If your story is chosen for production, we may have a few additional questions for youwhat is the best contact information to use?
__________________________________________
(____)_____________
(Name) THIS CONTACT PERSON MUST BE over 18 years of age
(phone number)
Name of Good News Crew Reporter: ___________________________________
(FIRST NAME ONLY- name they would like to be used as anchor introduces them)

Where you are reporting from?__________________________________________
(Town/City, State, Country)

Video Footage Filming Notes:
1. If you are using a smart phone to record only record in a wide angle (not up and down)
2. Don’t worry about editing, we will do that!
3. Include the recorded interview (as outlined below) as well as ‘B-Role Footage’ (These can
be videos or photos of anything that happens along the way, even if you weren’t ready for the
camera! Also include video or still images of the project, activities, close-ups of the

project/activity being reported on, etc.)
Please follow this format:
BEGINNING OF VIDEO SUBMISSION:

“Thank you.”
(they are responding to an introduction from the anchor on the program)

“This is ________ and today I am reporting from ________________________”
( First name only )

(place) (city/town, (state/country)

STORY (MIDDLE):
We would like you to submit a story no more than 5 minutes in length- including B-Role footage
(do not worry about editing. We will do that!)
Please consider the following questions:
1. What is the good news story?
2. Who is involved?
3. What is the background?
4. Who/what does it help? Who/what has been impacted?
5. Interview someone, maybe asking them questions such as:
A."Can you tell us your name and your involvement in ______?"
B. "How/why did you get involved?"
C. "What are you most excited/ grateful/ happy about regarding _________?"
D. "Do you have anything additional; that you would like to share?"
*please be creative with your questions and reporting. These questions are only suggestions. HOWEVER please follow
the beginning and ending formats outlined so the news anchor can properly introduce you and so you can transition
the story back to the newsroom!*
Also film B-role footage of what is discussed in the interview!

STORY CLOSING: “This has been ( your name) reporting to you from (place). Back to you.”

Additional Notes for those on Camera
1. Do not display trademarked/name brand logos or images
(other than’ Yoga Journeys’ or ‘The Good News Crew’)

2.
3.
4.
5.

Speak slowly and clearly
Use ONLY your first name
Be careful not to shake the camera (stabilize with a table or tripod)
If you are using a smart phone camera only record in the wide
angle (not vertically/ not Up & Down)
6. Pause between sentences & before and after you speak to
allow for editing.
7. Look directly into the camera like you are looking at your best
friend!
8. Have FUN!

The goal of the Good News Crews is to spread positive news stories from a 21st Century global,
connected community and create an inspirational social network that empowers others to make
a positive impact in their communities.
What happens when one hears about a “Secret Santa” paying off the Christmas layaways of
strangers at local stores? That type of news often inspires others to take action, volunteer or
reach out to neighbors. Kindness creates an environment of love. When an individual shows us a
kindness or we witness a kindness, that act changes the way we look at others. We want to
increase the awareness of all of the Goodness going on right in our own communities, inspiring a
“pay-it-forward” mentality. Modern technology has enabled this project to easily create an
interactive, world-wide collaboration that will inevitably result in more than just the spreading of
good news. It will seek to break down barriers of hate, misunderstanding and prejudice. It will
make it possible to see that our family and friends and all that we value is not so different from
someone’s across the globe. We can begin to focus on our overwhelming similarities rather than
minuscule differences, and this will infuse social change with kindness , compassion and
community on a world-scale.
Note to Parents – We are fostering an environment of positive momentum. So often our media
sources focus on reporting all that is negative and wrong with our society / communities and
leave just a little space for the good news. We want to switch the focus to the good news that is
happening in each child’s community. As our idea of sharing good news expands the Good News
Crews will include our children’s local, national, and global community. Please encourage your
children to see all the good work going on in their community, and if they see or find something
that really excites them have them submit their news to Dropbox and share it with our Good
News Crews Email address: YJGoodNC@Gmail.com
We will share video submissions via our YouTube channel and as many as we have time for
during the PBS show Yoga Journeys.

Yoga Journeys Productions, Inc.
Yoga Journeys Productions, PO Box 4361, Scranton PA 18505

Filming Submission Release Form
1. I ____________________________, as of the date below, consent to the recording or live broadcast of my voice
and/or image by Yoga Journeys Productions entitled: Yoga Journeys and/or Good News Crews
2. I agree that Yoga Journeys Productions, Inc. has unlimited rights of use and ownership of this filming submission
for all broadcast and non-broadcast purposes, electronic media, and all subsequent uses of the material from this date
forward.
3. I understand I shall receive no compensation for my appearance on and participation in the program, or any
ancillary related uses of the material.
4. Yoga Journeys shall have the right, but not the obligation, to use and permit others to use my name, portrait,
picture, and biographical material to publicize and advertise the program, but not as an endorsement of any product
or service.
5. I agree to hold Yoga Journeys and any third parties harmless against any liability, loss, or damage (including
reasonable attorney's fees) caused by or arising from this use or my participation in the program and/or of any
utterance made by me or material furnished by me in connection with my participation in the program. I do hereby
authorize Yoga Journeys, their nominees, successors and assigns, to use and permit to be used from this date
forward, my name and likeness and to publish, project, broadcast, telecast and disseminate the same, with no claim
on my part for defamation or violation of privacy arising from the exercise of these authorizations, including, but
not limited to claims for intentional or unintentional blurring, distortion, alterations, optical illusion or use in
composite form.
6. In the event recordings or portions of my material are submitted by Yoga Journeys Productions, Inc to a PBS
affiliate, National Public Radio (NPR), Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), American Program Service (APS),
American Public Television (APT), the New York Network (NYN) or other not-for-profit organizations, and
material is accepted for national, regional or statewide distribution, I agree that Yoga Journeys may assign to NPR,
PBS, APS, APT, NYN or other affiliated organizations all rights and indemnities I have granted above.

SIGNED _______________________________________

DATE ______________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If the above release is executed by person under eighteen years, a parent or legal guardian must sign below:

I approve and agree to the above release on behalf of _____________________who is presently ____ years old.
Parent or Guardian Signature

__________________________________________________________

(Relationship to Minor ) ___________________________________

Date: _________________

